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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 2 , Singh had discussed optimality conditions for the finite dimen-
sional multiobjective differentiable programming. By Motzkin's theorem,
the necessary condition was given. In this paper, we first establish a
theorem of the alternative in ordered linear topological spaces, and then
optimality conditions for the infinite dimensional differentiable vector
optimization problems are obtained. Our first result, Theorem 3.1, is the
w xgeneralization of Theorem 3.1 of 2 .
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let X be a Banach space and Z be a locally convex Hausdorff space.
Suppose that Z is a positive cone with nonempty interior in Z, Z / Z,q q
O g Z . We may obtain a linear order F on Z defined byq
zX F z , if z y zX g Z .q
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But, zX - z means z y zX g int Z . In n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn,q
we define
x F y iff x F y , i s 1, . . . , n.i i
Let ZU denote the topological dual of Z. The dual cone ZU of Z isq q
defined by
U U U  U:Z s z g Z : z , z G O, ;z g Z , 4q q
 U: Uwhere z, z denotes the value of the continuous linear functional z at
the point z. In this paper, consider the differentiable vector extremum
problems,
min f x .
VP .ms.t.y g x g R , h x s 0, .  .q
where f : X ª Z, g : X ª Rm, and h: X ª R p are all differentiable
 .functions in the sense of Frechet or simply F-differentiable . Let
g x s g x , . . . , g x , .  .  . .1 m
h x s h x , . . . , h x , .  .  . .1 p
K s x g X : g x F O, h x s O 4 .  .
 .where K is a feasible set of the problem VP .
DEFINITION 2.1. We say that x g K is a weak Pareto-optimal solution
 .  .  .of the problem VP , if there exists no x g K such that f x - f x .
 w x.LEMMA 2.1 see Theorem 3.13.8 of 1 . Let c be a continuous linear
functional from a locally con¨ex topological ¨ector space V to R, A be a
continuous linear function from V to Rm, and a g Rm. If
 4a s inf cx : Ax G a
is finite, then
 4 U U U ma s min cx : Ax G a s max y a: y A s c, y g R . 4q
DEFINITION 2.2. Let D be a nonempty set and Y be an ordered linear
topological space with a positive cone Y with nonempty interior.q
The mapping F: D ª Y is said to be subconvexlike, if 'u g int Y , ; x,q
X  .  . x g D, ;l g 0, 1 , ;« ) O, 'z g D such that « u q lF x q 1 y
.  X .  .l F x y F z g Y .q
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 .LEMMA 2.2 Alternative Theorem . If F: D ª Y is a subcon¨exlike
 .  .mapping, then either i or ii holds:
 .  .i there is x g D such that F x - O;0 0
 . U U Uii there is y g Y such that y / O andq
 U:F x , y G O, ; x g D. .
 .  .The two alternati¨ es i and ii exclude each other.
 .  .  .Proof. It is obvious that i and ii exclude each other. Suppose that i
 .does not hold. Hence there is no x g D such that yF x g int Y , that is,q
 .   .yF D l int Y s B. Since Y q int Y ; int Y , therefore yF D yq q q q
.  .Y l int Y s B. Let C s yF D y int Y and C s yC, thenq q q
C l int Y s B, C s F D q int Y . 2.1 .  .q q
 .We now prove that C is a convex set. Indeed, if c g C, i s 1, 2, a g 0, 1 ,i
then ' x g D, y g int Y such thati i q
ac q 1 y a c s aF x q 1 y a F x q a y q 1 y a y . .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
2.2 .
 .Let y s a y q 1 y a y . Because int Y is a convex cone, hence y g0 1 2 q 0
int Y . It follows that there exists a neighborhood V of the origin O of Yq
such that
y q V ; int Y . 2.3 .0 q
Since F is subconvexlike, thereupon 'u g int Y , for any x, xX g D,q
 .  .  .  X .l g 0, 1 , « ) O, 'z g D such that « u q lF x q 1 y l F x y
 .F z g Y . Because V is absorbent, we may choose a positive number «q
which is sufficiently small such that y« u g V. For such « and the above
 .  .  .  .x , a , 'z g D such that « u q aF x q 1 y a F x y F z g Y . Iti 0 1 2 0 q
follows that, ' y g Y such thatq
F z s « u q aF x q 1 y a F x y y. 2.4 .  .  .  .  .0 1 2
 .  .From 2.2 ] 2.4 we get
ac q 1 y a c s F z q y q y y « u g C. .  .1 2 0 0
The proof of convexity of C is complete. Hence C is also a convex set.
 .From 2.1 and the separation theorem of convex sets of the topological
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vector spaces, ' yU g Y U , yU / O such that
 U:  X U: Xy , y F O F y , y , ; y g C , ; y g Y .q
U U   .Therefore, y gY and for any xgD and tg int Y , we have yF x y t,q q
U:y F O, i.e.,
 U:F x q t , y G O, ; x g D , ; t g int Y . . q
 .To take t g int Y and l ) O such that l ª O n ª ` , then0 q n n
 U:F x q l t , y G O, ; x g D , ;n g N. . n 0
Letting n ª `, we obtain
 U:F x , y G O, ; x g D. Q.E.D. .
3. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS
Let
g x s g x , . . . , g x .  .  . .J i1 i J
 .where g k s 1, . . . , J are the active constraints at x g K, and leti k 0
S s x g X : gX x x F O, hX x x s O . 4 .  .J 0 0
X .  .In this paper, we denote by f x the Frechet derivative of a function f x0
at x .0
PROPOSITION 3.1. If 'zU g ZU , zU / O such that0 0
zU f X x x G O, ; x g S, 3.1 .  .0 0
then ' yU g Rm, wU g R p such that0 q 0
zU f X x q yU gX x q wU hX x s O, .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0
yU g x s O. .0 0
Proof. Let
G s gX x , hX x , yhX x , .  .  . .J 0 0 0
 .then the relation x g S is equivalent to G x F O. Therefore, it follows
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 .from 3.1 that
G x F O implies that zU f X x x G O. 3.2 .  .  .0 0
Consider the infinite-dimensional linear programming
inf zU f X x x : G x F O . 4 .  .0 0
 .By 3.2 , we have
inf zU f X x x : G x F O s O, 4 .  .0 0
i.e.,
inf zU f X x x : yG x G O s O. 4 .  .  .0 0
Hence, using Lemma 2.1, we get
zU f X x q yU gX x q wU hX x y wU hX x s O, 3.3 .  .  .  .  .0 0 J J 0 1 0 2 0
where yU G O, wU g R p , wU g R p . Let wU s wU y wU. We define yU gJ 1 q 2 q 0 1 2 0
Rm such that components correspond to the active constraints and the
inactive constraints the same as yU and zero, respectively. It follows thatJ
U U  .  .y G O, y g x s O, and from 3.3 we obtain0 0 0
zU f X x q yU gX x q wU hX x s O. Q.E.D. .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0
DEFINITION 3.1. Let V be a locally convex Hausdorff space, U : V.
The vector q g V is called a convergence vector for U at u g U if and0
 4  4only if there exists a sequence u in U and a sequence a of positiven n
real numbers such that
u y un 0
lim u s u , lim a s O, lim s q.n 0 n anª` nª` nª` n
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that x g K is a weak Pareto-optimal solution0
 .  .  .of problem VP , then no con¨ergence ¨ector for f K at f x is strictly0
negati¨ e.
 .  .Proof. Let q g Z be a convergence vector for f K at f x . By0
 4  4  4Definition 3.1, there exists a sequence x ; K and a ; R _ O suchn n q
that
f x y f x .  .n 0
f x ª f x , a ª O, ª q. .  .n 0 n an
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If q - O, i.e., q g yint Z , then yint Z is a neighborhood of q. Henceq q
'N ) O such that
f x y f x .  .n 0 g yint Z , ;n G N ,qan
i.e.,
f x y f x .  .n 0
- O, ;n G N.
an
 .  .Therefore, when n G N, we have f x - f x , which contradicts thatn 0
 .x is a weak Pareto-optimal solution of problem VP . Consequently,0
q l O. Q.E.D.
 .Let C K, x be the set of all convergence vectors for K at x . We say0 0
 .that g and h satisfy a constraint qualification at x if S : C K, x .J 0 0
 .THEOREM 3.1 Necessity . Suppose the following:
 .  .i x g K is a weak Pareto-optimal solution of VP ;0
 .ii f , g, and h are F-differentiable at x ;0
 .iii g and h satisfy the constraint qualification at x .J 0
Then, there exist zU g ZU , zU / O, yU g Rm, wU g R p such that0 q 0 0 q 0
zU f X x q yU gX x q wU hX x s 0, .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0
yU g x s O. .0 0
 .  .Proof. Let x g S. By assumption iii , x g C K, x . Hence, there0
 4  4exists a sequence x in K and a sequence a of positive real numbersn n
such that
x y xn 0
x ª x , a ª O, ª x .n 0 n an
Due to f is F-differentiable at x , we have0
f x y f x s f X x x y x q o x y x , .  .  .  .  .n 0 0 n 0 n 0
 . 5 5  .where o x y x r x y x ª O n ª ` . Therefore,n 0 n 0
f x y f x .  .n 0 Xlim s f x x . .0anª` n
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 .  . X .Since f is continuous at x , we have f x ª f x . Consequently, f x x0 n 0 0
 .  .is a convergence vector for f K at f x . By Proposition 3.2, must have0
X . X .f x x l O. Therefore, no x g S such that f x x - 0. Let F denote0 0
X .  .restriction for f x on S, then no x g S such that F x - O. It is0
obvious that S is a convex set. Since F is a convex function on S, of
course, it is a subconvexlike mapping. According to Lemma 2.2, 'zU g ZU ,0 q
zU / O such that0
 U:F x , z G O, ; x g S, . 0
i.e.,
zU f X x x G O, ; x g S. .0 0
Thereupon, using Proposition 3.1 the proof is complete. Q.E.D.
 .THEOREM 3.2 Sufficiency . Suppose the following:
 .i x g K ;0
 .ii f , g are F-differentiable at x ;0
 .iii f , g are con¨ex, h is a continuous linear function;
 . U U U U m U piv 'z g Z , z / 0, y g R , w g R , such that0 q 0 0 q 0
zU f X x x q yU gX x x q wU hX x x G O, ; x g S, .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0
yU g x s O. .0 0
 .Then x is a weak Pareto-optimal solution of VP .0
 .Proof. If x is not a weak Pareto-optimal solution of VP , then there0
 .  .  .  .exists x g K such that f x - f x . Hence, by assumptions ii , iii , weÃ Ã 0
have
f X x x y x F f x y f x - O, .  .  . .Ã Ã0 0 0
gX x x y x F g x y g x F O, .  .  . .Ã ÃJ 0 0 J J 0
hX x x y x s h x y x s h x y h x s O. .  .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã0 0 0 0
X . . X .It follows that ' x y x g S such that f x x y x - O. For f x usingÃ Ã0 0 0 0
 .on S Lemma 2.2, by this time the assumption ii of Lemma 2.2 does not
hold for zU g ZU , zU / 0. Therefore, we have xU g S such that0 q 0
zU f X x xU - 0. 3.4 .  .0 0
U  .  . UNext, from y g x s O, g x F 0, and y G O we may obtain that0 0 0 0
the components of yU corresponding to the inactive constraints at x are0 0
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equal to zero. Hence, we have
yU gX x xU F O. 3.5 .  .0 0
Using xU g S, obtain again
wU hX x xU s O. 3.6 .  .0 0
 .  .  .Thereupon by 3.4 q 3.5 q 3.6 , we get
zU f X x xU q yU gX x xU q wU hX x xU - O. .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0
 .But this violates hypothesis iv . Therefore x is a weak Pareto-optimal0
solution. Q.E.D.
In the following theorem, suppose that Z is a Banach space.
 .THEOREM 3.3 Sufficiency . If we satisfy at x g K,0
 .i for any x g K, f , g, h are twice F-differentiable on the line segments
w x  .x , x , and for any u g O, 1 hold0
f Y x q u x y x x y x , x y x G O, .  . .0 0 0 0
gY x q u x y x x y x , x y x G O, .  . .0 0 0 0
hY x q u x y x x y x , x y x G O ; .  . .0 0 0 0
 . U U U U m U pii 'z g Z , z / O, y g R , w g R such that0 q 0 0 q 0 q
zU f X x x y x q yU gX x x y x .  .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0
q wU hX x x y x G O ; x g K , .  .0 0 0
yU g x s O, .o 0
 .then x is a weak Pareto-optimal solution of VP .0
 . U  .Proof. Let x g K. From assumption i , for z in the assumption ii ,0
 .there exists u g 0, 1 such that0
 X U:f x y f x y f x x y x , z .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
1
Y U :s f x q u x y x x y x , x y x , z G O. 3.7 .  .  . .0 0 0 0 0 02
In the same way we may obtain
 X U:g x y g x y g x x y x , y G O, 3.8 .  .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
 X U:h x y h x y h x x y x , w G O. 3.9 .  .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
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 .  .  .  .By 3.7 q 3.8 q 3.9 and noting assumption ii , we have
 U:  U:f x y f x , z q g x , y G O, ; x g K . 3.10 .  .  .  .0 0 0
 .If x is not a weak Pareto-optimal solution of VP , then ' x g K such0
 .  .  .  .  .that f x - f x . It follows that f x y f x g int Z , g x F O. Since0 0 q
U U U U  .  . :z g Z and z / 0, therefore, f x y f x , z ) O, i.e.,0 q 0 0 0
U :f x y f x , z - O. 3.11 .  .  .0 0
We have again
U :g x , y F O. 3.12 .  .0
 .  .By 3.11 q 3.12 , we get
U U :  :f x y f x , z q g x , y - O, .  .  .0 0 0
 .which contradicts 3.10 . Consequently, x is a weak Pareto-optimal solu-0
 .tion of VP . Q.E.D.
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